Cationic peptides that increase the thermal stabilities of 2'-O-MeRNA/RNA duplexes but do not affect DNA/DNA melting.
Several different cationic nonapeptides have been synthesized and investigated with respect to how they can influence the thermal melting of 2'-O-methylRNA/RNA and DNA/DNA duplexes. Each peptide has a C-terminal L-phenylalanine unit and is otherwise uniformly composed of a sequence of a specific basic D-amino acid that in most cases will be largely charged at neutral pH. These N-terminal octamer stretches are composed variously of the amino acids D-lysine, D-diaminobutyric acid (D-Dab), D-diaminopropionic acid (D-Dap), or D-histidine. None of the peptides substantially affected the thermal melting of DNA/DNA duplexes, which was in sharp contrast with their effects on 2'-O-methylRNA/RNA duplexes. In particular, the peptides based on diaminopropionic and diaminobutyric acid units had strong positive effects on the melting temperatures of the 2'-O-methylRNA duplexes (up to 16 °C higher with 1 equivalent of peptide) at pH 7, whereas at pH 6 the effect was even more drastic (ΔT(m) up to +25 °C). The shorter R groups of the Dap and Dab groups appear to have a better length than lysine for enhancement of the thermal melting of the 2'-O-methylRNA/RNA duplex, an effect that is more pronounced at lower pH but substantial even at pH 7, although the Dap derivative is not likely to be fully protonated. The dramatic difference between the influence, or lack thereof, on the 2'-O-methylRNA/RNA and the DNA/DNA thermal meltings suggest that, although electrostatic interactions probably play a role, there is another major and structurally dependent component influencing the properties of the duplexes. This is also seen in the observation that the oligo-Dap and oligo-Dab peptides give greater melting point enhancements than both the lysine peptide (with a longer side chain) and a β-linked Dap peptide with a shorter side chain and a longer backbone.